
Dear Ed, 	 8/16/72 

Thanie for 11 and clips. I8d heard of Rhu'e supposed intent to negotiate with iVU 
but did not recall it was public as far bask as Hilsinan. I've never conpleted his book. I 
do have it. Time clip particularly interesting because it cakes core sense of hunt's 
real WU function, that made publicly being overtly nonsensical if blindly accepted by the 
press. Interesting that Augaber notes other projects reported but avoids report what. 

I've always had doubts about Kaiser based on a vaxiSty of reasons but iddecileieue 
chiefly lack of experience in this area. However, laying the assassination of helcolm Z 
to thenon-scret Elijah's bastards is a bit much and puts him in another area of sus:Anon. 
Adding absolution of the white power structure magnifies. Was it the black power structure, 
if any, or the ritialiE0 for whom his bodygaurd Roberts was a secret agent? 

Didin't know Kaiser is now at Rand. 
Diem: the NBC White Paper was great. Sam it. Think JP got transcript at my suggestion. 
I have a rudimentary off-shore pil file. It is not really an area of silence but one 

in which the establishment felt celled upon to deny left-wing accusations. 
If you mean by HR Howard, if ho isn't a VN expert he will be. I have given him boxes 

of my own files, including contemporaneous notes of which I am not without reide, as in 
seeing through Tonkin 'ulg immediately and clearly. However, my own view is that no matter 
how rich the oil, without it there'd have been the same situation. 

If the to-date record bears you out on the lack of real in-eepth coverage of the 
Watergate Caper, the fact is that while one major paper seems to be seeking a coverup, 
teo ethers, to my knowledge, have crews of reporters still looking and feeling as I do. 
This is not the same as a policy determination, but I feel that they'd not be wasting 

his time and money for eothing. I think the real situation is that the new breed of 
• "reporters is dependant upon sources and can t conceive of how to go out and dig on this 
kind of story. I've given several some easy•and solid leads about which they've been able 
to do less with all their resources than 1 have been without any field work or a single 
toll call. 

I guess my view shifts with py exeerience and knowledge, the one above based on two 
face-to-face meetings with two reporters yesterday and an hour-long call from a third 

last night. 
Best, 
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